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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
.. AGREEMENT made between the NEW YORK. CITY TRANSIT AUTIIORITY 
(hereinafter referred to as "NEW YORK. CITY TRANSlT") and the MANHATIAN AND 
BRONX SURFACE TRANSIT OPERATING AUTHORITY (hereinafter referred to as the 
"OPERATING AUTHORITY") (both of which hereinafter jointly referred to as the 
"AuthoritieS") and the TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMERIC~ AFL-CIO, and 
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMERI~ Local 100, AFL-CIO (hereinafter 
jointly referred to as the "Unionj. 
It is mutually agreed that the Collective bargaining _agreement betWeen the 
Authorities and the Union shall be amended as follows: . 
1 TERM
 
.	 ­
This agreement shall continue in effect through January15,2009. This agreement is 
subject to ratification by the MfA Board and by the Executive Board and members 
ofthe Union. 
2 GENERAL WAGEINCREASES 
.The wage rates for hourly and clerical employees represented by the Union shall be 
increased as follows: 
(a) Effective December 16,2005, the rates ofpay that were in 
effect on December 15, 2005 shall be increased by three (3%) 
percent. 
(b) Effective December 16, 2006, the rates of pay that were 
.	 in e~ect on December 15,2006 shall be increased by four 
(4%) percent. 
(c) Effective December 16, 2007~ the rates ofpay tbat were in 
effect on-Decembez 15,2007 shall be increased by three and 
a ba.lf(3.5%) percent. 
.	 (d).RateS of pay below the top rates shall be adjusted in 
accordance with the appropriate progression schedule. 
-R EC E I V E D 
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NYS PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
 
. RELATIONS BOARD
 
3 .PENSION 
The MTA and the TWU will support legislation to provide for the refund of the 
additional member contributions. with interest, made to the New York City 
Employees· Retirement System by participants of the Transit Operating 25 
YearIAge SS Retirement Program (RSSL § 604-b). The parties agree to make 
every effort to have suchlegislation enacted~y the first week of July 2006. 
Upon enactment of the above legislation, the MABSTOA Pension Plan shall be 
amended and action shall be taken to provide the same refund. . 
....:... 
4 HEALlH CARE 
Effective upon full and final ratification of this Agreement, the current plan· of 
benefits shall be amended to provide that pre-medicare retirees receive the same 
benefits (i.e., hospital. CBP medical, Type 0-3 medical, EMB, vision benefits) as 
active members except that the EMB 1987 schedule will be replaced by the 2005 
Ingenix profile at the 80111 percentile. " . . 
Effective upon full and final ratification of this Agreement, the current prescription 
drug program shall be amended to cover reversible contraceptives. This shall 
include oral, vaginal, transdermal. and injectable dosage forms. 
Effective irilmediateiy. the deductibles for the pre-Medicare drug benefit, which 
was created pmsuant to the 2002 MOU, shall be eliminated. In addition, each 
retiree eligible to receive such benefit, who used said benefit, during the calendar 
year 2005 shall be sent a paymentof$300.00. 
Effective upon payment of the :first general wage increase provided in Sec. 2A of 
this Agr:eement all active employees will contribute 1.5% of their bi-weekly gross 
wages to offset the cost of retiree health benefits. In future years, the 1.5% 
contribution rate shall be increased by the extent to which the rate of increase in 
the cost ofhealth benefits exceeds general wage increases. This contribution will 
be on a pre-tax basis. 
Effective upon full and final ratification ofthis Agreement, all active employees can 
elect toopt-out ofparticipa1ion in the MfAINYCf sponsored medical plan provided 
that they can docmnent that they will be covered by another medical plan sponsored 
.	 by: I) a SpouseJdomestic partners employer; 2) another employer; 3) armed forces.. 
The lump sum inCentive payment shall be as follows: 1) individual medical coverage . 
.- $550.00; 2) family medical coverage - $1,100.00; and, 3) if employee opts out of 
medical eoveiage and they are enrolled in the medical coverage of their 
spouse/dOmestic partner who is employed by NYCf or any other MTA subsidiary 
or affiliate - $550.00. . .	 . ..' - '-. ~ . .. .. , . 
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To be entitled to this incentive the employee must remain inactive service for the 
entire opt-out plan year. Additionally, an employee will not be eligible to receive 
the lump sum payment if he/she re-eiu;olls. The lump swn incentive shall be 
received at the end ofthe plan year. -­
5 MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
The parties have agreed to Ten (10) miscellaneous provisions, which are attached 
as Attachment A. . 
6 MARTIN LUTHERKING, JR. DAY 
E:ffective upon full and final ratification of this Agreement, Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Day shall be added to the list ofobserved holidays. 
7 ­ DISABILITY INSURANCE 
Effective May 1, 2006, the Authorities shall provide a temporary disability 
insurance policy for all employees equivalent to the policy required by State law 
ofprivate sector employers (maximum benefit not to exceed $170.00 per week for 
up to 26 weeks). A deductionsba11 be made from employees' paychecks for such 
policy in an amount not to exceed that provided for in the State law (currently 
sixty cents per week). 
8 ASSAULT PAY 
All employees in the titles ofBus Operator, Train Operator and Conductor shall 
be entitled to assault pay ("run pay") for up to two years for injuries incurred on 
duty as a result of physical assaults. The assault pay consist of a differential 
payment which shall be sufficient to comprise, together with any Workers' 
Compensation payable to himlher under the provision of the Workers' 
Compensation Law the amount, after taxes, equal to hislher after tax wages for 
hislher scheduled worlcing time at the time ofthe accident. 
_9 TRAINING AND UPGRADING FUND 
The Authorities' monthly contribution to the Fund shall be increased to $350,000. 
The parties shall recommend to the Trustees that they adopt a Step Program for 
those seeking Apprenticeship positions who lack the educational qualifications to 
enter the Apprenticeship Program. Under such Step program> individuals will be 
paid their weekly wages (including FICA and pension contributions) by the 
Authorities, which amount shall be offset by the Authorities in their contractual 
contributions, while they are released from duty and-attend ana full time basis a-
vocational school approved by the Fund, for a period of six months. The parties 
­
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shall recommend that the Fund provide opportunities for forty persons to avail 
themselves of this program in each year. 
The number of apprentice positions to be appointed annually under the terms of 
the 2002 MOD shall be continued. Howevert the provision governing the specific 
allocation of apprenticeship program positions to various specialties shall be 
amended to allow NYC Transit to change the allocation among the specialties, 
provided that the total appointed shall remain 96 annually. 
The parties shall forward to DCAS a letter attached as Attachment B requesting 
amendment of the qualifications for Apprenticeship positions. 
The parties shall forward a letter to DCAS attached as Attaclnnent C requesting 
recognition of that completion of the Transit Certificate Program will enable 
employees in certain titles to participate in promotion exams, including promotion 
exams for Train Operator and Conductor. . 
10 CHILDCARE FUND 
The parties shall recommend to the Trustees of the Fund that they provide for 
.stipends to those who have new bom children. Such stipends shall amount to two 
hundred dollars/week for four weeks and should be made available to a parent of 
a new born child after that parent has exhausted other leave benefits and continues 
on unpaid leave immediately thereafter. 
11 EOUITY FUND 
The Fund shall be continued. The resources ofthe Fund shall be distributed as the 
parties direct including the following: All persons in Maintainer and Car 
Inspector titles shall be paid $320.00 annually. Payment shall be made in the first 
pay period following December 1, as a supplemental allowance. 
12 UAP STAFF. 
The contract shall be amended to make clear that the Director .and staff of the 
Union Assistance Program shall be appointed by the President of Local 100 
subject to the Authorities' concurrence that the appointees meet the qualifications 
ofapplicable law to perform the services that they perfonn. 
13 DEPARTMENTALS 
The parties' agreements concerning the departmental issues are attached hereto. 
14 INTEGRATED AGREEMENT 
The parties agree that a committee will be formed consisting of two (2) members 
appointed by the TWO and two (2) members appointed by MTA NYCT within 
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ninety (90) days of the signing ofthis Agreement to finalize the integration of the 
2002 MOU and the current MOD. 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN TIIE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF 
TInS AGREEMENT REQUlRlNG LEGISLATIVE ACTION~ WHETHER BY 
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING ADDmONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, 
TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL 
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS TAKEN SUCH ACTION. IT IS 
FURTHER AGREED THAT TIlE PARTIES WTI.L JOINTLY SEEK. SUCH APPROVAL 
WHERE REQUIRED. 
-.:::..:...-...:..:.....- ­
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their bands and seals as of 27th day 
ofDeeember. 
.... NeWYo~NewYork 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: NEW YORK CITY. TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
MARTIN SCHNABEL 
Acting General Counsel, 
.New York City Transit Authority 
Date
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
 
WALTER MEGINNISS
 
General Counsel, TWU
 
Date. 
r~-
Executive Director,
 
New York City Transit Au~ority
 
. ~t6~ 
j Date 
;
I
; 
,
i 
---_-.:...-_-----­! LAWRENCE REUTER 
! President,INew Yon City Transit Authority 
i Date 
: TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION, 
i 0, AFL-CIO .yZ~ If?-rr
i ~ 
. Qlav  
IROGER TOUSSAINT 
[ President, TWO Locall00 
Date 
; Date
, 
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AITACHMENT A
 
1.	 Customer Complaints. When ail employee is disciplined based solely on a customer 
complaint and where the recommended penalty is dismissal, the employee will not be 
. pre-disciplinary suspended for the charge until such time as the Union/employee fails to 
proceed at any step in the grievance procedure. The employee may be as~igned to 
. alternate duties.	 This provision shall not apply where the complaint involves a physical 
altercation/assault or threats ofviolence. 
2.	 Line ofDutv Death Benefit increase. The Line ofDuty Death benefit shall be increased 
to $100,000. This increase shall apply with respect to any employee. who suffers an 
accidental death in the line ofd~lty after November 15,2005 and before January 16,2009. 
3.	 Surviving Spouses' Health BenefitS. The health benefits ofsurviving spouse ofany 
employee who suffers an accidental death in the line ofduty between November 15,2005 
and January 15,2009 shall be continued for a period ofthree years. 
4.	 .Release Time Redlining. All employees who are released with pay full-time to perfOIm 
labor-management duties shall be able to pick an assignment in th~ picks in 1:he 
department in which they work. Once picked; that job will be red-lined, and in the event 
the released employee returns to hislher regular work before the next pick, he/she shall 
take over that assignment. Any other employee who picks a red-lined position will be _ 
subject to being bumped to the extra list in the event that the released employee who 
selected the job returns. 
5.	 Structure Maintainers. Within 30 days ofratificatio~ the President of the Authorities 
shall meet with the Presidentofthe Union to establish the terms upon which the Structure 
.Maintainers who were excessed in 2005 may be returned to their Structure Maintainer 
positions. It is the parties' intention to effect the expeditious return ofemployees to 
maintainer duties. 
6.	 Supply Logistics. In consideration of recent Bus Consolidation issues and effective upon 
ratification, hourly employees who work in the Department ofSupply Logistics shall be 
granted, in addition to any other wage increases provided for herein, a special differential 
offifty cen~ per hour. 
7.	 Monthly Meetings. In addition to the Monthly Presidential Meeting, similar meetings . 
will take place at the 10ca11evel, Le., departmental and sectional level. Records ofsuch 
meetings will be submitted to the principals. 
8.	 Committee to Review Disciplinary Process. 1be parties agree to establish a committee to 
review the disciplinary process to make recommendations as to how to reduce 
- disciplinary actions, particularly- with respect to Traffic Checkers, TPPAs, and other high 
volume areas. 
9.	 13t~ofAdiI@tionAwan%.-IfNYCTransitdec:idesio appeal a disciplinaly. . . 
3l'bi~0Jl dec::ision ~~C Transit was .vddngtc:pnjnatj~the a:ffeded employee 
Win be retomcd to work wi1b modified duties lIDless pobIic safety or dangelto fcDow 
employt:eS is involved. JfNYCTImSit c:ontimJcslDhold the employee 0lJtofscmee and 
the fiDa1 eoort appeal is notsnccess~the employeevnn be c:rititledwany aW8ldcd back
". 
pay plus a 10% pmnium011 the amount ofthc awarded back pay. 
10. Hea1th Cam PmiderReports. To the extent1batNYC TJ8IISit receives ptnodic repods 
:fiomhealth carepro~NYC Transit wiD share thesexepoIts with the Unionas long 
asHIPAA ~ are notviolated. Ifthe UnioDsc:eb to speak with aheaIth care 
providu"they will do sowith It xeprcsco.tative ofNYC Tr.msit. 
December 27. 2005 
Mr. Roger Toussaint
 
President
 
Transport Workers U lion, Locall00
 
80 West End Avenue
 
NewYorlc, NY 10023
 
Dear Mr. Toussaint: 
This will confum out recent conversations regarding continued discUssions ofHealtb . 
. Plan Benefits. We agree that there are areas ofcoverage in the existmg Health Plan 
which could be improved ifcommensurate savings from within the Health Plan can be 
identified. We will continue to explore both of these areas after the collective bm-gaining 
agreement IS finally approved. 
Very truly yours. 
Gary J. Dellaverson
 
Director. Labor Relations
 
I Concur 
Roger Toussaint, President
 
TWO Local I00
 
80 West End Avenue
 
New York, NY 10023
 
Re: 2005MOU 
Dear President Toussaint: 
1bis will confirm our understanding concerning the rate ofhealth fund contributions. The 
initial rate of 1.5% shall be applied to .the rates ofpay in effect on December 15, 2005. 
Subsequent health benefit rate increases shall be determined as ofDecember 31 ofeach 
year by comparing average per member per month costs .in the calendar year just completed with 
the same average in. the preceding calendar year. When the increase in health contributions in 
the completed calendar year exceeds the general wage increase granted·in.that year, the 1.5% 
rate of contribution will be increased commensurate with the difference betWeen the increase in 
health costs and the general wage increase. 
The Union shall be provided all documents and information concerning annual health 
expenditures necessary to review ~ confum health benefit cost increases no later than 30 days 
following the close ofthe year reviewed. In addition. beginning with the first quarter of2006, 
documents and information concerning health expenditures in each quarter shall be provided to 
the Union within 30'days ofthe close ofthat quarter. 
Any increase in the rate ofcontribution shall not be implemented prior to March 31 of the 
year following the calendar year reviewed and, iIi the event the'Union challenges the Authority's 
calculation ofthe increase. the matter shall be brought to arbitration on an expedited basis so that 
the dispute may be determined prior to March 31. 
Sincerely, 
Gary 1. Dellaverson 
. I Concur: 
Roger Toussaint, President 
Roger Toussaint, President 
.TWU Local 100
 
80 West End Avenue'
 
New York, NY 10023
 
Re: 2005MOU 
Dear President Toussaint: 
This will confirm our understanding with respect to the Equity Fund. The parties will set 
up'a Trust Fund to receive contributions to the Equity Fund and the Authorities payments shall 
be made tt-such Trust Fund as soon as it is established. Payments 10 the Fund shall include 
. paywent ofall sums owed which have not yet been paid and, following establishment ofthe 
Fund. pro rata monthly payments. The trustees ofthe Fund shall be the President ofthe 
Authorities and the President ofthe Union. 
The annual rate ofcontribution to the Equity Fund established in the 2002 MOU shall
 
continue until January 15,2009. On January 15, 2009, the annual rate ofcontribution to the
 
Equity Fund shall be$3,230,000.' .
 
Please indicate your concmrence on the line indicated. for your signature below. 
Sincerely. 
Gary J. Dellaverson 
1Conenr: 
Roger Toussaint, President 
Roger Toussaint, President 
TWU Local 100 
80 West End Avenue 
New York, NY 10023 
Re: 2005MOU 
Dear President Toussaint: 
The terms contained in the 2005 MOU regarding pre-65 retiree health benefits shall settle 
any and all claims regarding or relating to the pending grievance concerning pre-65 retiree 
healthcare benefits. 
Sincerely, 
Gary J. Dellaverson 
I Concur: 
Roger Toussaint, President 
December 27.2005 
Dear Mr. Toussaint: 
This will confinn our recent discussions regarding the proposed legislation referenced in 
paragraph -J-ofthe MOU. Ifsuch legislation is not enacted by July 2006, the union 
may elect a one time conversion ofits claim. In such an event, the MTA will place the 
sum of$131.7 million dollars into a fund. Any TWU member may elect to receive from 
that fund the same amount as would have been available bad such legislation been 
·enacted, provided such member signs an irrevocable waiver, in a fonn approved by, 
NYCERS, waiving any claim in the future to such contributions still held by either 
·NYeERS or the MaBSTOA Pension Fund, and an agreement with the employer to repay 
the amount received from the MTA Fund ifsuch employee receives a refund from 
·NYCERS or the MaBSTOA Pension Fund. The parties recognize that dismbutions from 
this employer sponsored fund would be taxable unless otherwise transferred pursuant to 
the Internal Revenue Code Sections authorizing tax sheltered treatment. 
Very truly yours, 
Gary J. Dellaverson
 
Director, Labor Relations
 
I Concur 
DEPARTMENT OF BUSES
 
MAINTENANCE AND PLANT & EQUIPMENT
 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has 
been agreed to subject the approval of the principals. 
•	 Maintainers working in Plant & Equipment, Department ofBuses, shall receive a
 
"Carhartt" jacket
 
•	 Maintainers working in Plant & Equipment, Department ofBuses, shall receive the $5.00 
meal allowance under the same terms and conditions ..as the Maintenance Division, 
Department ofBuses. 
•	 Employees working in Plant & Equipment, Department ofBuses, who did not receive a 
. one-time metric tool allowance provided to Maintenance Division employees by the 
December 15,2002 Memorandum ofUnderstanding will receive such tool allowance as 
soon as practical but in no event more than 90 days after final ratification, and new hires 
will receive such allowance upon hire. 
•	 Employees in the Maintenance Division ofthe Department ofBuses and employees hired 
or promoted on or after December 15, 2002 who did not receive a one-time metric tool 
allowance provided to Maintenance Division employees by the December 15,2002 MOU 
will receive the one-time metric tool allowance of $200.00 provided to maintenance 
employees. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,2005.. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
____~ Date _:-----=-=-=-_=--::--- Date _ 
William Reilly Roger Toussaint 
ChiefFacilities Officer President 
MTA New York City Transit Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
__________.Date. _
 
Ralph J. Agritelley
 
Vice President
 
Labor Relations
 
DEPARTMENT OF BUSES
 
TRANSPORTATION DIVISION
 
In full settlement of all issues raised by the union and management, the following has been 
agreed to subject to the agreement of the principals. 
1. Single Day Vacations - Pilot 
.The parties agree to the following pilot related to the calculation of AVA quotas and 
single day vacations. 
., 
a)	 Effective upon ratification of the collective bargaining agreement, the AVA/personal 
day quota in each depot shall be calculated at one percent (1%) of the budgeted. 
allocation of bus operators for each depot (rounded to the nearest 100 operators).' 
Single day vacations will not be included in the AVA/personal day quota 
.
 
. b) The Birthday Holiday will not be included in the AVA quota.
 
c) The allocatioll'Of single day vacations for each depot shall be calculated as follows: 
The total number ofdesignated single day vacations will·be 
distributed evenly throughout the year. 
This pilot will remain in effect for a period of one year commencing 1 January 2006. 
Either side may terminate the pilot by written notification thirty (30) calendar days prior 
to the expiration 'of the pilot. If neither side makes such notification. the pilot will 
become part of the collective bargaining agreement and section 5.1(Y) will be amended 
accordingly. 
2. AVA Accrual - Transportation Division 
Department of Buses employees in the Transportation Division will be permitted to 
accrue up to seven (7) AVA days. 
This agreement shaD not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures 00 the contract 
to be effective 16 December 2005. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the Transport 
Workers Union, LocatIOO• 
. NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT	 TRANSPOPRT WORKERS ONION, Locall00 
Millard L. Seay Date Barry Roberts Date
 
Sr. Vice President, Buses Vice President, MaBSTOA
 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date William Pelletier Date
 
Vice President, Labor Relations Vice President, TA Surface
 
December 16, 2005 
Barry Roberts, Vice President, MaBSTOA 
William Pelletier, Vice President, TA Surface 
80 West End Avenue 
New York, NY 10023 
Dear Messers RobertS and Pelletier: 
This is to confirm the parties' understanding reached on December 16, 2005 regarding the .. 
Transportation Division allocation of single day v~onspilot. 
. . . 
Transportation DiviSion employees who have already filed vacation ~mmitmentsheets for the 
2006 vacation year will be canvassed to allow them the option to convert up to one (1) week of 
their already picked vacation week(s) into single day vacations. Employees will remairi subject 
to the maximum allowance for single day vacations permitted under Section 5.1Y. It is 
understood that this side letter-agreement applies only for the 2006 vacation year. 
Sincerely, 
Millard L. Seay 
Senior Vice President 
Department ofBuses 
Agreed: _ 
Barry Roberts Date 
William Pelletier Date 
DIVISION OF CAR EQUIPMENT
 
. In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has 
been agreed to subject to the approval ofthe principals. 
1.	 Annually, all DCE hourly employees will be provided more shoe'boot style options 
including water-resistant shoes or boots. DCE hourly employees who are medically 
certified. as unable to wear TA issued. safety shoes for medical reasons and who are 
authorized and on their own time procure alternate approvedsafety shoes will be 
reimbursed the purchase price paid by himlher up to the Transit-paid cost at the )me of 
purchase. 
2.	 The current AVA maximum often (l0) days will be increased to twelve (12) days for· 
employees with fifty percent (50%) or greater oftheir potential sick leave balance as 
herein descnOed. Commencing with the first full leave year following ratification ofthis 
agrr~filent.employees who have taken six (6) days ofsick leave or fewer in the prior 
leave year Will be permitted to accrue two (2) additional AVA days during the succeeding 
leave year. 1bisprovision shall not apply to any employee who did notaccrue the full 
twelve (12) sick leave days in the leave year being reviewed. An employee who does not 
have the maximum number ofAVAs in hislher bank Will be allowed to replenish up to 
his/her maximum at any time. Only two (2) AVAs may be cashed out at any time. 
3.	 Section 3.4 B.Picks will be modified. as follows: "Car Equipment will conduct one (1) 
annual sYstem-wide pick for each title during odd numbered years and two (2) system­
wide picks during even numbered. years beginning in 2006:' The move date associated 
with each pick will be determined by management. . 
4.	 The Inspection Team pick will include the back-fill/utility Car Inspector position. When 
not assigned. to one ofthe inspection teams, they will revert to their utility assignment. 
5..Effective January 1,2006, holiday observance will mirror the standard business practice 
ofholidays falling on a Saturday being observed on the preceding Friday, and holidays 
falling on a Sunday being observed on the following Monday. 
6.	 At the annual vacation pick, all DeE hourly employees having at least one year of service 
immediately before the vacation plan year, will be permitted to cash-in one week of 
vacation at the end ofthe vacation year. This provision will be effective with the May 
2006 vacation pick. All payments made pursuant to this subdivision are non­
pensionable. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,2005. 
This Divisional package is subject to ail entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
ForMTA NYC Transit For Transport Workers Union, Local!00 
MichaelLombardi, Senior Vice President Roger Toussaint, TWU, Local 100 President 
Date: Date 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date 
Vice President, Office ofLabor Relations 
December 27, 2005 
Mr. Roger Toussaint 
President 
Transport Workers Unio~ Local 100 
80 West End Avenue 
New York, NY 10023 
Re: Compensatory time Contractual Provisions 
Dear Mr. Toussaint ­
lIDs letter will confirm that ifany part of the agreement concerning compensatory time in 
any ofthe divisionlllIlit agreements is deemed in violation ofthe FLSA Regulations the 
compensatory time provisions in their entirety will· no longer be enforceable. 
Sincerely, I concur, 
Ralph J. Agritelley Roger Toussaint, President
 
Vice President TWU, Local 100
 
Office ofLabor Relations
 
ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE DIVISION (BUSES)
 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has
 
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
 
•	 Electronic Equipment Maintainers and Revenue Equipment Maintainers working in Bus 
Maintenance as ofratification shall receive a "Carhartt" jacket 
•	 Electronic Equipment Maintainers and Revenue Equipment Maintainers working in Bus 
Maintenance shall receive the $5.00 meal allowan~ under the same terms and conditions as 
the Maintenance Division, Department ofBuses. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures 
on the contract to be effective December 16, 2005. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100.
 
. For MTA NYC Transit:	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100: 
Ralph J Agritelley Date Roger Toussaint Date 
Vice-President President 
Labor Relations TWO, Local 100 
ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE DIVISION (SUBWAYS)
 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has . 
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals~ 
•	 The current AVA maximwn of6 days accrual will be increased to 10 days for employees in 
the titles ofTelephone Maintainer, Electronic Equipment Maintainer, and Revenue 
Equipment Maintainer who are covered under contract sections 3.6 and 4.4. The maximum 
of 10 will increase to 12 AVA's for employees with 500At or greater of their potential sick 
leave balance as herein described. Commencing with the first full leave year following 
ratification of this agreement, employees who have taken 6 days of sick leave or fewer in the 
prior leave year will be permitted to accrue two additional AVA days during the succeeding 
leave year. Thereafter, each year where an employee uses 6 or fewer sick leave days in the 
leave year, the employee will be permitted to accrue 2" additional AVA days in the 
succeeding leave year up to a total acci:uaI limit of 14 AVA's. This provision shall not apply 
to any employee who did not accrue a full twelve (12) sick leave days in the leave year 
being reviewed. 
•	 ·Employees may elect to bank overtime hours in lieu ofreceiving overtime pay. Such time 
will correspond to the overtime earned. This bank ofovertime hours may be accrued up to a 
maximum of40 hours. Use ofsuch banked time as paid time offshall be within established 
AVAlpersonal day quotas. Utilization ofsuch banked time beyond established quotas shall 
be at Management's sole discretion. Time not utilized by December 31 of each year will be 
paid in cash during the subsequent January. 
•	 Employees may elect to cash in one week ofvacation at the end of the leave year in 
accordance with the procedures established by the division. Such vacation cash in shall be 
non-pensionable. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures 
on the contract to be effective December 16, 2005. 
This Divisional pacbge is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
 
T!8DSport Workers Union, Local 100.
 
For MTA NYC Transit:	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100: 
Ralph J Agritelley Date Julio C Rivera Date 
Vice-President Vice President 
Labor Relations Maintenance of Way 
MOW -SIGNALS & LINE EQUIPMENT
 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
•	 Current AVA maximum of6 days' (Signals) and 8 days' (Line Equipment, Section 3.5) 
accrual will be increased. to 10 days for employees with 50% or greater of their potential sick 
leave balance as herein described. Commencing with the first full leave year following 
ratification ofthis agreement, employees who have taken 6 days ofsick leave or fewer in the 
prior leave year willbe permitted to accrue two additional AVA days during the succeeding 
leave year. Thereafter, each year where an employee uses 6 or fewer sick leave days in the 
leave year, the employee will be permitted to accrue 2 additional AVA days in the succeeding 
..	 leave year up to a total accrual limit of 14 AVAs. This provision shall not apply to any 
employee who did not accrue a full twelve (12) sick leave days in the leave year being 
reviewed. . 
•	 The 2002 MOU RDO Swap Pilot Program in Line Equipment (Lighting) will be made
 
permanent.
 
•	 E~loyees may elect to bank ove~e hours in lieu ofreceiving overtime pay. Such time 
correspond to the overtime earned. 'This bank ofovertime hours may be accroed up to a 
.maximum of40 hours..Use ofsuch banked time as paid time offshall be within established 
AVA/personal day quotas. Utilization ofsuch banked time beyond established quotas shall be 
.at Management's sole discretion. Time not utilized by December 31 ofeach year will be paid 
in cash during the subsequent January. 
•	 Employees may elect to cash in one week ofvacation at the end ofthe· leave year in 
accordance with the procedures established by the division. Such vacation cash in shall be 
non-pensionable. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on 
the contract to be effective December 16,2005. 
This Divisional package is subject to ·an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
For MTA NYC Transit:	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100: 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date Julio C. Rivera Date 
Vice-President Vice President 
Labor Relations Maintenance ofWay 
Ricardo Figueroa Date 
Chainnan 
MOW - ElectricalJPower Division 
In full settlementofaD-the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to subject to the approval of the principals•. 
e	 Current AVA maximum of 10 days' accrual will be increased to 12 days for employees with 
50% or greater oftheir potential sick leave balance as herein described. Commencing with the 
firSt fullleaye year following ratification ofthis agreement, employees who have taken 6 days 
of sick leave or fewer in the prior leave year will be permitted to accrue two additional AVA 
days during the succeeding leave year. Thereafter, each year where an employee uses 6 or 
fewer sick leave days in the leave year. the employee will be permitted to accrue 2 additional . 
AVA days in the succeeding leave year up to a total accrual limit of 14 AVAs. This provision 
shall not apply to any employee who did not accrue a full twelve (12) sick leave days· irithe 
leave year being reviewed. 
e . PMBs who work in System Operations will be paid an hourly differential of$.50 per hour for 
·all hours worked "on the desk". Employees who work on the desk will be required to wear 
appropriate office attire. When tours are changed for the purposes oftraining (either the 
. employee being trained or the employee whose tour is changed to fill in for the employee being 
trcUned), there will be no tour change premium associated. with such tour changes. Training that 
results in tour changes beyond 10 working days per year shall be entitled to tour change . 
penalties as in the past. Employees will receive seven (7) days' notice for a change oftour for 
training purposes. . 
eEmployees may elect to bank. overtime hours in lieu ofreceiving overtime pay..llis bank of 
overtime hours may be accrued up to a maximum of40 hours. Utilization of such baDk shall be 
at Management's sole discretion. Ttme not utilized by December 31 of each year will be paid in 
cash during the subsequent Janumy. 
e	 Employees may elect to cash in one week ofvacation at the end of the leave year in accordance 
with the procedures established by the division. Such vacation cash in shall be non­
pensionable. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on
 
the contract to be effective December 16,.2005.
 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. .
 
For MfA NYC Transit:	 For Transport Workers Union, Loca1100: 
IWph ]. AgriteUey Date Julio C. Rivera Date 
Vice-President Vice President 
Labor Relations Maintenance of Way 
TonyUtano Date 
Chainnan 
MOW - TRACK DMSION
 
In full settlement of all the issues nused by the Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
•	 Current AVA maximum of8 days' accrual will be increased to 12 days for employees with 
50% or greater oftheir potential sick leave balance as herein described. Commencing with 
the first full leave year following ratification ofthis agreement, employees who have taken 6 
days of sick leave or fewer in the prior leave year will be permitted to accrue two additional 
AVA days during the succeeding leave year. Thereafter, each year where an employee uses 6 
or fewer· sick leave days in the leave year, the employee will be permitted to accrue 2 
.additional AVA days in the succeeding leave year up to a total accrual limit of 14 AVAs• 
._Thisprovision shall not apply to any. e.mployee who did notaccrue a.full ·twelve (12) sick 
leave days in the leave year being reviewed. . 
•.	 The RDO Swap Pilot at Linden Shop, as described in the 2002 MOU and with the same terms 
and conditions, will continue for the term ofthe collective bargaining agreement. 
•	 Employees may elect to bank overtime homs in lieu ofreceiving overtime pay. This bank of 
overtime hours.may be·~up to a maximum of40 hours. Utilization ofsuch bank shall 
··be at Management's sole discretion. Time not utilized by December 31 ofeach year will be 
paid in cash during the subsequent January. . 
•.	 . Einployees may elect to cash in one week ofvacation at the end ofthe leave year in 
accordance with the procedures established by the division. Such vacationcash in shall be 
non-pensionable. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on 
the contract to be effective December 16,2005. 
ThiS Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100.
 
.For MfA NYC Transit:	 . For Transport Workers Union, Local 100: 
.Ralph J. Agritelley Date Julio C. Rivera Date 
Vice-President Vice President 
Labor Relations Maintenance ofWay 
John Samuelsen Date 
Chainnan 
MOW -INFRASTRUCTURE & FACILITIES 
.	 . 
In full settlement of an the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
•	 Current AVA maximum of 8 days' accrnal will be increaSed to 12 days for employees with 
50% or greater oftheir potential sick leave balance as herein described. Commencing with 
the first :full1eave year following ratification ofthis agreement, employees who have taken 6 
days ofsick leave or fewer in the prior leave year will be permitted to accrue two additional 
AVA days during the succeeding lea,ye year. Thereafter~eachyear.wherean employee uses 6 
or-fewer sick leave days in the leave year~ the employee will be pemritted to accrue 2 
additional AVA days in the succeedilig leave year up to a total accrual limit of 14 AVAs. 
This provision shalfnot apply to any employee who did not accrue a :full twelve (12) ~ick 
leave days in the leave y.ear being reviewed.. 
•	 Employees may elect to bank ov~rtime hours in lieu ofreceiving overtime pay. lbis bank: of 
overtime hours may be accrued up to a maximum of40 hours. Utilizati<;>nofsuch bank shall 
be atManagement's sole discretion. TIme notutilized by December 31 ofeach year will be 
paid in cash during the subsequent January. 
•	 . Employees may elect to cash in one week ofvacation at the end of the leave year in 
accordance with the procedures established by the division. Such vacation cash in shall be 
non-pensionable. 
This agreement shaD not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on 
the contract to be effective December 16, 2005. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement oil a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
For MTA NYC Transit:	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100: 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date Julio C. Rivera Date 
Vice-President Vice President 
Labor Relations Maintenance ofWay 
Charles Ayala Date. 
Chairman 
NEW TECHNOLOGYIBARGAINING UNIT PROTECTIONIDATA SHARING
 
COMMITTEE
 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has 
been agreed to subject to the approval ofthe principals. 
(1). NYCT will notify the Office of the President, TWU Local 100, before making any change to 
any non-managerial, Professional & Technical job title or description, including any titles 
represented by TWU Local 100. 
.(2). NYCT will send TWU copies ofall Job Vacancy Notices before the date they ·are posted. 
(3). Amend Attachment I ofthe 2002-2005 MOU by replacing the term "semi-annual basis" With 
the term "quarterly." Add the teniJ. "or hislher designee" after the tenns "the President of Local 
100" and "the President ofthe Authority." 
(4). Amend Attachment K Paragraph 1 ofthe 2002-2005 MOU by replacing the term "at least 
annwilly" with the term "quarterly." . 
(5). The parties agree to establish a Technology Exchange Committee with representatives from 
the Union and appropriate designees ofmanagement from the TIS and the Controller Divisions. 
The Committee will make a good faith effort to improve upon the accuracy ofdata provided to 
TWU and, where reasonable and necessary to the TWO's role as collective bargaining 
representative, will examine the utility ofvarious alternative platfonns with which to share 
necessary data All electronic information transmitted to Local 100 concerning membership lists 
shall be in one ofthe following fonnats: Text, Excel, XML (data inter-exchange) Xbase or CSV. 
Such membership lists include, but are not limited to, Agency Shop Reports, Change ofStatus 
Reports, new hires, dues reports and membership rosters. In the event that a document is not 
available in the formats specified within this paragraph, NYCf will provide the documents in 
PDF. According to the Union's by-laws, the Secretary Treasurer's Office maintains all 
membership lists. The data reports specified above will also be copied to the Secretary 
Treasurer's Office. The Union will provide two addresses to which these copies can be sent, as 
appropriate to the medium and the electrotiic transmission protocol currently utilized by the 
parties. NYCT will provide the Union with monthly Agency Shop reports in electronic format. 
(6).The Committee shall meet at least Quarterly. It is understood by the parties that the 
Committee will not make rec.ommendations nor examine subjects which would breach the 
confidentiality ofemployee information or managerial confidentiality. TWU agrees to hold 
harmless NYCT for any breach or misuse, accidental or otherwise, of any data shared under this 
section or in any other section ofthe collective bargaining agreement. The parties agree that· 
nothing contained in numbers 5 and 6 herein shall be subject to the grievance procedure. Any 
disputes regarding issues arising under paragraph 5 and 6 will be resolved at monthly 
presidential meetingS. The parties reserve all oftheir rights WIder the collective bargaining 
agreement and any applicable law or regulation. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16, 200S. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. . 
For MTA NYC Transit: For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date Roger Toussaint Date 
Vice President President 
Office ofLabor Relations TWU, Local 100 
Pete Foley Date 
Director, Bargaining Uni{Protection 
OA CLERICALS
 
In full settlement of all issues raised by Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to by the parties subject to the approval of the principles: 
1)	 The parties agree that management will notify the Office of the President ofall new hires, 
retirements, resignations, termination, promotions, or lateral moves in the clerical unit as 
soon as management has notice of same. 
2)	 The parties agree that management will notify the Offlce of the President of any 
vacancies to be filled and/or job postings at least 15 days before making any decision to 
fill the vacancies. ' 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during anyin'terest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,2005. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
For MTA-NYC TRANSIT	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date Barry Roberts Date
 
Vice President, Labor Relations . Vice President, MaBSTOA Division
 
DIVISION OF REVENUE - COLLECTING AGENTS 
In full settlement of aU the issues raised by the union and management, the following has 
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
Article IV, section 4.3 0 (I-n) ofthe agreement is hereby modified as follows: 
I.	 At the summer pick collecting agents shall be permitted to pick off for the following 
holidays, subject to the daily quota allotment: Christmas, New Years, Thanksgiving, 
Independence Day (July 4lb), and Labor Day. . 
A collecting agent may pick only one (1) ofthe above stated holidays. 
Collecting agents requesting to take the day after Thanksgiving off must submit the 
request in writing at least thirty (30) calendar days in advance of the holiday. The day off 
will be granted in seniority order. 
2.	 The parties agree to the terms <?fthe pilot program relating to collecting agents with a 
suspended pistol license. (see attached) 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16, 2005. 
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Worken Union, Local 100. 
For MTA NYC Transit:	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100: 
AI Putre Date John Mooney Date 
ChiefRevenue Officer Vice President, StationslRevenue 
Division ofRevenue .TWU, Local 100 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date Roger Toussaint Date 
Vice President President 
Office of Labor Relations	 TWU, Local 100 
ATTACHMENT 
SUSPENDED WEAPONS LICENSE PILOT PROGRAM 
This pilot program is scheduled to commence with the Summer Pick of 2006. The purpose of this program
 
is to allow a collecting agent to continue working during a temporary disqualification from carrying hislher
 
weapon.
 
To be eligible for the program, a Collecting Agent must meet the following criteria: 
• . License suspension due to an administrative error, through no fault oftheir own. 
•	 License suspension due to an "Order ofProtection" issued against the employee, and the employee has not 
been amsted or involved in any criminal matter. 
•	 A medical restriction preventing the employee from caiying hislher weapon, and no other restrictions 
preventing hislher~from performing the assigned d~es ofthe restricted job. 
•	 Failure to qualify during weapons training. . 
•	 Possession ofa valid CDL license. 
. Two picked inside CRF jobs will be designated as restricted jobs available to collecting agent who meets the 
. eligibility requirements described above. . . 
The eligible employee will be placed in the restricted job and will assume the work schedule and RDOs of
 
such job. The collecting agent who is being bumped out ofhislher position will assume the work schedule
 
and RDOs ofthe pistol license-restricted employee taking hislher position.
 
A seven-day grace period will be allowed before the·swap takes place unless both parties to the swap agree 
to an earlier date. The sevet:J. days will commence once. it has been determined that an employee is eligible 
for the program. . 
An employee whose pistol license has been suspended may remain in a restricted position for up to four (4) 
months. At that time, ifanother employee is eligible for the restricted position, that employee will then take 
that position. The employee in the restricted position will then be placed in a "no work/no pay status." 
Assignments to the program initially and thereafter shall be based on seniority. 
lf, after four (4) months, there are no other employees who are eligible to flU the restricted positions, then the 
employees in the restricted positions can remain in those positions Wltil such time that another employee 
becomes eligible. 
Any employee whose pistol license is suspended for eighteen (18) months may be subject to termination or 
returned to a prior title, where applicable. 
. Any employee whose pistollieense is revoked or who is permanently medically disqualified from carrying
 
hislher weapon will be immediately removed from the program.
 
. Any employee who cannot qualify with hislher fueann during range training after a period of ninety (90) 
days, will either be separated or given the option to return to his/her former title subject to approval by the· 
responsible department/division head. 
At .anytime during this pilot program either party may terminate it by giving ninety (90) days wiitten notice. 
. ~ 
DIVISION OF RAPID TRANSIT OPERATIONS
 
In full settlement of all issues raised by Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to by the parties subject to the approval of the principles: 
1.	 AVA notification time reduced from 30 to 20 days. 
2.	 Employees will be able to designate up to one week vacation in single days and pick up 
to five ofthose days at the time ofthe vacation pick. 
3.	 The parties agree to the establishment ofthe following labor management committees 
composed ofan equal number ofrepresentatives from labOr and IDmuigement: 
a.	 The Authority agrees that every reasonable effort will be made to enable every 
employee to have a reasonable opportunity to eat lunch. Where practical, the 
Authority shall identify recovery or work as assigned (VIAA) time to enable the 
employee to eat A cOmmittee shall be established to review systemic routes and 
operations that do not provide a reasonable oPPortunity to eat and the schedules 
shall be adjuste4 to provide that opportunity. 
b.	 The Authority agrees that employees who are designated late will be able to 
resume work that same day or the next day absent unusual circumstances. An 
employee will be deemed late ifthey report to work within two hours oftheir 
scheduled start time. Employees will be deemed AWOL ifthey report two hours 
or more after their scheduled start time. 
c.	 The parties shall establish an employee facilities committee to discuss 
construction, rehabilitation, habitability, and cleanliness of employee facilities~ A 
quarterly report will be issued to the principals. 
4.	 .Holidays that fallon a Saturday will be celebrated on Friday; holidays that fallon a 
Sunday will be celebrated on a Monday. 
5.	 Management agrees to backfill release time positions for long-tenn illnesses and 
scheduled vacations spanning one week or more. 
6.	 RTO Sick Leave Incentive. The parties have agreed to a pilot program concerning sick 
leave for employees in the Rapid Transit division of the TA. In the first pay period 
following May 1, 2006, all employees in the Rapid Transit division will be paid three . 
"advance" sick days in addition to their regular earnings, and nine days will be added to 
the employees' sickleave banks. For each such employee, the first three sick days taken 
during the sick leave year folloWing May 1, 2006 shall not be paid, as such days were 
already paid in advanCe, as described above.. In the event that the employee does not use 
one or m()re of the three sick days paid in advance, those days shall not be considered as 
used nor as part ofthe employee's potential balance in calculating eligibility for the sick 
leave retirement bcnus or for eligibility for the 70/30 program. 
.	 . 
The pilotprogram will continue through December 31,2006. The TA and the Union will 
meet in the month of January, 2007 to consider the following: (1) whether to continue 
.	 this pilot program or to change it or add some other program; (2) whether to adopt new 
discipfuie systems for absenteeism, including programs for those who are chronically 
absent; and (3) any other means of improving employee availability and reducing 
discipline and improving disciplinary and contract grievance and arbitration procedures. 
It is understood that the decision whether to continue the pilotprogram shall remain 
solely that ofthe Authority. 
7.	 Those employees performing labor-management activities receiving paid leave time will 
have the option of working 40 or 45 hours a week and to be paid in accordance with the 
terms ofthe contract. They wil\ select their option within one week o(full execution of 
the agreement. It is understood that those choosing the 45-hour option must perform 45 
hours oflabor~managementduties to receive such pay. 
lIDs provision shall not set a precedent for the payment ofrelease time in any other area 
ofthe operation. . 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective Decemb~r 16, 2005. 
The Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
For MTA-NYC TRANSIT	 .. For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Kevin T. O'Connell Date Roger Toussaint Date 
ChiefTransportation Officer President, TWU Local 100 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date 
Vice President,.Labor Relations 
SAFETY
 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has 
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
1.	 The parties agree to continue the Safety Rule Dispute Resolution Form Pilot Program for 
the tenn of the collective bargaining agreement. 
2.	 The Union commits to advising Union representatives that the Safety Dispute Resolution 
Form should generally be used by the employee or gimg being asked to perform the task 
precipitating the safety concern. This will in no way bar a Union representative from 
requesting and using the Form in any manner consistent with the provisions of ' 
Attachment G ofthe 2002 Memorandum ofUnderstanding. NYCT will work with 
supervisors to prevent any retaliation or intimidation that may result from use ofthe 
Form. 
3.	 The parties agree to jointly support legislation that would amend the Assault Bill to 
include Cleaners. 
4.	 The parties agree to establish a committee to study the feasibility ofplacing defibrillators 
in NYCT facilities housing a large number ofTransit employees. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,2005. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
For MfA NYC Transit	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Cheryl"Kennedy Date Toney Earl	 Date 
Vice President	 Director, TWU, Local lOO Safety Dept. 
Office of System Safety 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date Roger Toussaint Date 
Vice President President 
Office ofLabor Relations	 TWU, Locall00" 
DIVISION OF SECURITY
 
In full settlement' of all issues raised by Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to by the parties subject to the approval of the principles: 
1) Management shall pay the TPPA license renewal fee (currently $25.00) at each license 
renewal date.' Management shall reimburse the employees for these fees. 
. 2)	 A one-year pilot shall be established to allow TPPAs to pick vacation all at once in 
s~niority order~ TWU~ Local 100 may, at its discretion, inform NYCT that they wish to 
have this provision deleted from the CBA. 
3)	 Where a TPPA is charged with "failure to· challenge" and that failure represents an 
isolated instance~ the employee will not be pre-disciplinary suspended unless the 
Union/employee fails to proceed 'at any step of the grievance procedure. If the charge 
involves a practice or pattern of conduct, the employee' may be pre-disciplinary 
.suspended. 
4)	 A cOmmittee will be established to review and recommend measures concerning the work . 
.0fTPPAs, including concerns related to positive identification systems. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16, 2005. 
This Divisional package is subject to an .entire agreement on a successor agreement for 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
For MTA-NYC TRANSIT ForTransport Workers Union, Local 100 
Division of Security 
John A. Jimerson Date Roger Toussaint Date
 
ChiefofSecurity President, TWU Local 100
 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date 
.ViCe President; Labor Relations 
DIVISION OF STATIONS 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the union and management, the following has 
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
1.	 Upon ratification of the Collective Bargaining Agreement current allotments issued to 
Cleaners will be modified as follows: 
a.	 Cleaners will be issued a total offour long sleeved shirts per year and may choose 
between any combination of the currently issued knit shirt and the turtleneck shirt 
currently available from the vendor. 
b.	 Cleaners will be issued one pair of boots per year. Cleaners will be issued a 
second pair of boots during the first year of this agreement and every two years 
thereafter. 
2.·	 The parties agree to convene a LaborlManagement committee to discuss issues relating to 
unifomis and overtime earnings caps. 
3.	 No later than 30 days after the ratification of the Collective Bargaining Agreement, the 
Chief Station Officer shan create a Station Safety & Security (SSS) Team comprised of a 
member of supervision, a TWU representative, and a member of the NYPD Transit 
Bureau (if available). The express purpose of the SSS Team will be to review personal 
safety and security issues with StationAgents, and, where feasible, with Cleaners. 
The SSS team will visit locations where Station Agents, including Station Customer 
.Assistants, are assigned and provide information on how to work safely. The team will 
also .review the work site with the employee{s) on location and consider any 
recommendations that would enhance employee safety and security. 
The SSS Team will operate for a maximum period of six months, during which the one 
participant selected by the TWU will be released full time with pay. Upon completion of 
the Team's mission as stated above, but no later than six months after the Team's 
creation, the three Team members will meet jointly with the Chief Station Officer and/or 
Assistant Chief Station Officers to discuss any findings or suggestions. 
Creation of the Station Safety & Security Team is in no way intended to supercede, 
.diminish, or enhance any existing rights of the parties relative ~o safety or security, nor is 
it intended to provide the parties with any additional rights not now in existence. 
4.	 "Assault Bill" notices will be posted on every station. Postings will be in control areas 
".h'here fe:::sible. 
5.	 The Authority will provide a separate clipboard in each Station Agent booth which may· 
be utilized by the Union. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
. procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,2005. 
This divisional paclage is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
For MTA NYC Transit:	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100: 
Brenda J. Sidberry Date John Mooney Date 
Chief Station Officer Vice President, Stations 
Division of Station Operations 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date Roger Toussaint Date 
Vice President President 
Office ofLabor Relations 
TRAFFIC CHECKERS
 
In full settlement of all tlie issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has 
been agreed to subject the approval of the principals. 
1. Traffic Checkers Performing Guide-A-Ride and/or CIC Signage Work 
A.	 Traffic Checkers who perform Guide-A-Ride and/or CIC Signage work shall receive 
a differential of$1.50 per hour for all time worked in these functions. 
B.	 To resolve any and all outstanding pay issues related to Guide-A-Ride and/or CIC 
Signage work, Traffic Checkers who have performed Guide-A-Ride and/or CIC 
Signage work. since May 2003 will receive a lump sum payment of $7,140.00 for full­
timers and $5,100.00 for part-timers; Traffic Checkers who have not continuously 
performed Guide-A-Ride and/or CIC Signage work since May 2003 will receive a 
prorated lump sum payment for the time spent performing such duties. 
C. Traffic Checkers with a minimum oftwo (2) years full time experience performing 
Guide-A-Ride and/or CIC Signage work shall be recognized as satisfying the work 
experience requirement in the structural trade discipline. subject to DCAS approval . 
where applicable. For the purposes ofApprenticeship qualification, a Tiaffic 
Checker may be considered ifhislher discipline record over the prior twelve (12) 
month period contains no suspensions. All other qualification criteria shall be the 
same as other apprenticeship candidates. 
D.Upon entering the Apprenticeship program, Traffic Checkers who perfonned Guide­
A-Ride and/or CIC Signage work for the equivalent of two years full time shall 
receive the Apprentice pay rate that applies to those in the third year ofthe 
Apprenticeship program. 
2. Reporting Allowance 
Traffic Checkers who perform ride checks and are required to pick up their assignments 
from 130 Livingston Street, or a replacement location as may be determined in the future, 
will receive a one (1) hour reporting allowance at hislher regular rate of pay for each 
assignment pick up. 
3. Opportunity to TA Cleaner Positions 
Full TlDleand Part Time Traffic Checkers will have the opportunity to place their name 
on a list for available, budgeted TA Cleaner positions. Management will make its 
selection based on Full Time seniority, then Part Time Seniority, and the employee's 
work record. Any Traffic Checker with discipline involving suspension time within the 
preceding 12-month period will not be considered for a TA Cleaner position. To be 
eligible for appointment, an employee must have completed one year of service as a 
Traffic Checker. 
---------- ----- --------- ----
4.	 The number offull-tilne Traffic Checker positions shall be increased from 60 to 65. 
NYC Transit agrees to appoint the additional five (5) full time Traffic Checkers as soon 
as practicable. but in no event later thanJuly 1. 2006. In the event that MTA Buses 
requests that TCO perform checks for that agency. the Authority will meet with the 
Union discuss whether an additional quota, full time or part time, is needed. 
. , 5.	 The Office ofSystem Safety will review the operation ofthe Transit Display Facility, 
located at 2Dd Avenue in Brooklyn, to ensure that all safety rules are being followed and 
that employees are appropriately trained to operate the equipment 
6.	 - Part-time Traffic Checkers will be eligible to participate in the MaBSTOA Pension Plan 
subject to the NYCERS rules for part-time employee participation, but only for 
MaBSTOA service. Employees will be able to buy back pension credits for prior 
MaBSTOA part time service but shall not be able to buy credits for service rendered prior 
to the date when pension credit for part-time service was first made available to those 
participating in NYCERS. 
7.	 . The parties will. continue discus~ions concerning how to increase.the opportunities for 
Traffic Checkers to pick work assignments in geographical zones. 
8. . When the Union identifies a location where Traffic Checkers are to be assigned that may 
pose a risk to health and safety, the parties will perform a joint inspection to survey the 
assigned work areas. 
This agreement shall not be offered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures onthe contract to be effective December 16, 200S. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT	 TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION, 
Local 100 
Date Date 
Keith Hom Roger Toussaint 
ChiefofOperations Planning President 
MTA New York City Transit Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
----'_--'-- .Date _
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Vice President
 
Office of Labor Relations
 
December 15,2005 
Mr. Joseph A. De Marco
 
Deputy Commissioner
 
Division ofCitywide Personnel Services
 
New York City Department ofCitywide Administrative Services
 
1 Centre Street, 21st Floor
 
. New York, NY 10007 
Re:	 Transit Apprenticeship Program 
Dear Mr. De Marco: 
This letter is in reference to the Transit Apprenticeship Program and the three (3) non­

competitive titles (Transit Electrical Apprentice, Transit Mechanical Apprentice and Transit
 
Structural Apprentice) recently approved by the New York State Civil Service Commission.
 
Over the past few months, MTA New York City Transit and the Transport Workers Union, 
Local 100 Joint Apprenticeship Committee have been working together to develop a suitable 
proposal to expand the qualifying options ofthese titles so that current Transit employees 
(mainly Helpers, Traffic Checkers, Cleaners and Station Agents) who possess relevant education 
can qualify and enter this program. The approval of alternate qualifying options will open an 
additional avenue in the career path ofemployees in titles with very limited growth potential. 
Towards that end,· I am requesting that DCAS expand the qualification requirements ofthe 
Apprentice titles to include the following alternative options: 
•	 Graduation from an approved technical or trade school or military training program with 
a specialization in electrical, electronic, electromechanical, mechanical technology, 
computer networking, structural trade discipline or closely related field; or 
.•	 Graduation from an accredited or technical college with an associate degree or 
certification in electrical, electronic, electromechanical, mechanical technology, 
computer networking, structural trade discipline or a closely related field, or completion 
ofat least thirty (30) credits in one ofthe above specialty areas or in a closely related 
field of study; or 
•	 A fom (4) year high school diploma or its educational equivalent plus two (2) years of 
full-time satisfactory experience in the electrical, electronic, electromechanical, 
mechanical technology, computer networking, structural trade discipline or closely 
related field; or . 
Mr. Joseph A. De Marco 
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• Satisfactory completion ofa pre-apprenticeship program ofat least three hundred sixty 
(360) hours that includes mathematics instruction and a practical component in electrical, 
electronic, electromechanical, or mechanical technology, computer networking, a 
structural trade discipline or a closely related field; or 
•	 Four years offull-time satisfactory experience in electrical, electronic, electromechanical, 
or mechanical maintenance, repair, construction or installation, computer networking, a 
structural trade or a closely related field. 
·Transport Workers Union, Loca1100 representatives and"! are available to meet with you and/or 
your designee at your convenience to discuss the proposal. Should you have any questions or 
·require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
"As always, thank you for your assistance and cooperation. Your consideration ofthis matter 
would be greatly appfeciated. 
· Sincerely, . 
Kevin Hyland
 
Vice President
 
Department ofHuman Resources
 
cc: Rodney Glenn (TWU)
 
Patrick Smith (NYCl)
 
December 15,2005 
Mr. Joseph A. De Marco 
. Deputy Commissioner 
Division ofCitywide Personnel Services 
New York City Department ofCitywide Administrative Services 
1 Centre S1ree~ 21st Floor 
New York, NY 10007 
Dear Mr. De Marco: 
MTA New York City Transitand the Transport Workers' Union (TWU), Local 100 jointly 
request your review and approval of the Transit Certificate Program (TCP) for Train 
Operator. 
This request is a follow up to an earlier draft outline submitted to you approximately two 
years ago. At that time, you were reCeptive to the initiative. Drafts of the program outline 
and core curriculum ate attached for your perosal. 
The general goal of the TCP, a six module program, is to provide Transit employees in . 
entry-level titles with the appropriate preparirtion required to gain promotional examination 
eligibility on a collateral basis to certain higher level positions. The proposed Train Operator 
program consists of: 
Basic Reading ComprehensionlEnglishlGrammar
 
Basic Mathematics
 
English as a Second Language
 
Overview ofNYC Transit and Transportation in New York City
 
General SafetylRuleslCustomer Service
 
Overview ofprimary duties and responsibilities ofTrain Operators
 
The first three modules cover basic math, reading comprehension and English 
communication and are prerequisites to take the remaining three core modules. Program 
participants can elect to test out of the first three modules and go directly to the core. The 
core modules provide participants with brief exposure to the subject areas that are necessary 
for Train Operators to perform their primary work tasks.. It is a condensed version of the 
current training being administered to newly appointed Train Operators. CUNY, as well as 
other educational institutions such as vocational and technical trade schools may be solicited 
and contracted to assist with the admjDjstratio~ofthe program. 
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Upon approval, this program will function as a model fOT the development of similar· 
training progi-ams for other titles such as Bus Operator, Conductor, Station Agent and Track 
Worker. 
TWU representatives and I are available to meet with you and/or your designee at your 
convenience to discuss the proposal. Should you have ·any questions or require additional 
information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
As always, thank you for your continued assistance and cooperation in these matterS. 
Sincerely, 
Kevin Hyland 
Vice President 
Human Resources 
Attachments 
cc: Rodney Glenn (TWU) 
Patrick Smith 
Transit Certificate Program (TCPl OUTLINE 
December 15,2005 
Overview 
The TWU Local 100 - MTAlNYCT Training and Upgrading Fund (TUF) is working with the 
CUNY Center for Worker Education to develop a certificate program for Transit Cleaners and 
other entry-level MTA New York City Transit ·employees. The :pmpose of this program is to 
broaden the promotional opportunities of lower level operating employees. Skills and knowledge 
attained. from this program. would supplant the experience acquired by those who are currently 
eligible by virtde ofdirect lines ofpromotion. 
The Center is located at the CUNY Graduate School. Its governing body allows· it to tap the 
. resources of the entire .CUNY system. For example, placement tests of math, English and 
English as a Second Language might be administered by LaGuardia College. LaGuardia has 
years of experience in these kinds of assessments. Likewise,... the history department at City 
. College.and the Urban Transportation Research Center also at City College can contribute to the 
development and implementation of an overview course on transit . 
~ .. 
Certificate Components 
Eligibility, Entrance Tests and Prerequisites 
All NYCT employees are eligible to participate in the Transit Certificate Program (rCP). 
All applicants will be required to take two diagnostic tests - one in basic English and 
another in bas.ic math. Applicants can choose from two versions of the English test. Non­
native speakers ofEnglish can take English as a SecOnd or Other Language (ESOL) test 
The Test for Adult BaSic Education (rABE)"will be administered for the English and 
math assessment The Basic English Skills Test (BESn will al~ be available for non­
native speakers ofEnglish. Applicants must earn eight (8) OH the TABE and four (4) on 
the BEST. CUNY will administer these tests. 
Courses in English, math and ESOL are currently available through a partnership with the 
TIJF and five CUNY colleges (Le~ City College, laGuardia, College of 
Technology, and College of Staten Island). These courses, as well as other CUNY 
prograIIls, will be made available to TCP applicants, when required and available. Each 
course consists of fifteen (15), three-hour sessioI;lS, totaling 45 hours. Quizzes are 
administered at regular intervals throughout each course. Mid-term. and final 
examinations are required. Students may repeat these classes. 
Anyone not earning a sufficient score on the TABE or BEST test will be required to take 
and pass the necessary TUF class(es) to continue in the TCP. No further testing is 
required beyon~ passing the reqUired TUF class(es). 
Description ofclasses: 
• Basic Reading Comprehension /English/Grammar 
The course will consist of English grammar and punctuation, basic writing skills, 
sentence structure, subject and verb agreement, and letter and memorandum fonnats. 
• BasicMath 
The course will include a review of the four basic arithmetic operations plus decimals, 
fractions, and percentages. The emphasis will be on the development of skills in 
mathematical reasoning and an understanding of the use .of mathematics in daily 
.activities. 
• English as a Second Language 
The course will include general communications skills, basic grammar, writing, listening, 
comprehension, and also pronunciation, and Vl,here appropriate, incorporation on-the-job 
vocabulary. 
Overview of New York City Transit 
This course will include an introduction to the history ofNew York City Transit (NYCn, 
overview of the MTA organization and NYCT's place in the organization. The overview 
will also provide a description of Transit's bus and subway operation as well as. the 
historical role of TWU Local 100 in that operation. This course is a requirement for all 
.. candidates entering the TCP. 
The Overview of NYCT will consist of fifteen, three-hour sessions, totaling 45 hours. It 
will be administered by CUNY professors and each successful participant will earn three 
CUNY college .. credits. (Students not satisfying college· ent:r3nce .criteria can take this 
course not-for-credit.) 
Performance criteria for this course will follow the general guidelines of accredited 
CUNY courses and include mid-term and final examinations. 
General Safety and Customer Service Workshop· 
TIrls workshop is a 45-hour course designed to refresh the participants' knowledge of 
basic safety training and general rules and regulations pertaining to NYCT employees. 
Special emphasis will be placed on customer service techniques and the new parameters 
of security awareness. 
The course content and course evaluation will be substantially similar to the training 
given to new employees. It will be taught by CUNY adjunct professors who are current 
or retired NYCT employees who have teaching credentials or sufficient relevant 
experience to qualify as an instructor. 
CUNY, with the assistance from TWU Local 100 and mCT Management will develop 
.multiple versions of an exit examination. All candidates must pass this examination to 
obtain a certificate. 
Job Duties of Specific Promotional Titles 
TIrls course will provide participants with a title-specific overview of the duties and 
responsibilities of titles to which they seek to gain eligibility. For Rapid Transit 
Operations (RTO) titles, for example, they would learn the safe, timely, and proper 
operation oft-l"lrins,- flagging. rules 3...'ld customer assistance procedures in the RTO 
environment. 
The course content and course evaluation will be substantially similar to the training 
given to new employees. This course will be taught by current or retired Transit 
employees hired as adjunct professors by CUNY. 
The course will consist offifteen (IS), three-hour sessions, totaling 45 hours. 
In order to accommodate the work schedules of participants, all three courses described above 
will be offered in the AM and PM.· -
Time-line & Certificate 
. ~. v 
cuNY plans to deliver this program for the titles 6fTrain Operator and Bus Operator in 
the summer of 2006. Development of "familiarity training" for other titles including ­
Conductor, Station Agent and Track Worker will follow. 
CUNY will award a Transit Certificate to any employee who successfully completes this 135­
. hour program consisting of 1) Overview of New York City Transit; 2) General Safety and 
CustQmer Service Workshop; and 3) Job Duties_- of Specific Promotional Titles. The Transit 
Certificate grants successful participants the right to take a promotional examination for the title 
indicated on the certificate. 
-­
.'­
Any employee who has completed -a Transit Certificate in a particular program and wishes to 
gain eligibility to additional promotional examinations is only required to take the "Job Duties" 
module ofthe specific promotional title. 
All relevantdOcwnents pertaining to this outline is readily available for inspection and review. 
~'~" . 
